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“Of course, it’s good that you can recommend it for me, I also know that if I didn’t have a master, it
would be impossible for me to continue on.”

“It’s good that you understand, the art of Immortal Pill, no one will pass it on, other than some
low-level introductions to Immortal Pill, you won’t be able to find any substantial books on Immortal
Pill.”

Omi nodded, don’t think that there was any library with more books on Immortal Pill, this was simply
impossible, every Immortal Pill Master would not easily pass on their Immortal Pill techniques, this
was also the reason why, Immortal Pill Masters were so rare.

Soon, it arrived at a place with beautiful surroundings and no impurities in the air, the place was quiet,
the only thing that was quiet was the chirping of insects and birds.

“This is my best friend’s home.”

“Oh.”

“Go in with your eyes not, and don’t talk or make any profane gestures.You should know that my best
friend, who is almost the most attractive woman to men, and the young men who pursue her are
almost all mortal immortals, and there are even some earth immortals who want to chase after her,
and if you dare to be disrespectful in any way, you should know that.I don’t even know now if I’m
harming you by doing so.”Starro sighed.

“Oh, the person who could have harmed me hasn’t even been born yet,”Omi said.

Star Luo said, “Don’t be overconfident, the Nine Dao Demon King is so strong, isn’t he also trapped up,
all you’ve learned is the Nine Dao Demon King’s skills, what makes you think that no one can harm
you?Howmuch do you know about the greatness of heaven and earth.”

“Uh.”Omi suddenly had nothing to say, feeling a chill rise up behind him, which was right, come to
think of it.

Saying that, he walked into a courtyard, and suddenly, there was a waft of fragrance. First URL
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It was just that, at the entrance of the courtyard, two mid-Mortal Immortal powerhouses stood guard,
preventing anyone from approaching.

“Two big brothers, please help me inform.”Star Luo respectfully said to the two mid Mortal Immortal
men guarding the door, with Star Luo’s status, they didn’t even dare to be rude here, so it was clear
what kind of status her lady friend was.

“It’s Miss Star Luo, there’s no need to inform, you can go in directly, Master Tianxiang said that you
come and go directly.”

“Good.”Xing Luo brought Omi and entered the courtyard.



In the courtyard, a medicine shed was set up, and right now under the shed, a girl in a flowery dress
was looking at something seriously.

“Tian Xiang.”

“Ah, Xing Luo.”The girl took several seconds to come back to her senses.

“Tenka, busy.”

“No, it’s like this every day, you know how we are in this business, a little problem can take years to
solve.Huh, he is?”That girl looked at Omi, this girl called Tianxiang, felt like she belonged to the more
homely and shy girls.

The first time Omi saw this girl, he thought she was very beautiful, especially the floral dress she was
wearing, tight and loose, making her figure look incomparably alluring, her face was also first-class,
her skin was white and tender, as if she could pinch out water, her beauty was not inferior to Xing Luo
in any way.However, beauty was beauty, but she was too high, Omi couldn’t help but produce a feeling
of not being worthy, this was the first time Omi would look at a woman and feel unworthy.

Omi quickly withdrew his eyes, afraid that people would think he was obscene.

“Tianxiang, let me introduce you to him, he is a little brother I once knew from my travels outside, he
is extremely talented in immortal pills, relying on a book of immortal pills to begin with

The treasure book, and he learned to refine a first-grade Immortal Pill on his own.I see that he’s so
talented, so I brought it to you to see if you want to take on a disciple or something.”Star Luo said.

The woman called Tianxiang sized up Omi, but her eyes didn’t feel surprised, perhaps she didn’t think
that it was difficult to learn how to concoct a first-grade Immortal Pill on her own.

Omi was busy saying, “Little brother Omi, pay your respects to Master Tianxiang.”

“No no no.”Tianxiang seemed to be a bit shy as well, and was busy signaling Star Luo to tell Omi not to
salute.

Star Luo said, “Zhou Mi, Tian Xiang is not a person with many salutes, just feel free to do so.”After
saying that, Star Luo once again said to Tian Xiang, “Tian Xiang, such a good seedling, won’t you
consider it?”

“Oh, he is indeed very talented in immortal pills, those who can learn to refine a first-grade immortal
pill on their own, although there are quite a few in the past and present, none of them end up
becoming a master of at least the third level.However, I, I didn’t think of taking in a disciple ah, and he
is still a man, I am a woman, how can I take him as a disciple, it’s not good.”

“Tianxiang, you are a Level 2 Immortal Pill Master, of course you can take in a disciple, but you are still
very young, that’s why you feel embarrassed to take in a disciple.”

“No, no, I, how about this, since it’s a little friend you know, it’s also my friend, I’ll help you guide him,
if there’s anything you need, you can come and ask me, just accept a disciple, okay?Starro?”

“Tianxiang, don’t feel pressured, I’m just quite bringing him here to have a look, if it works it’s best, if
it doesn’t, don’t.”

“In that case, I’ll help you guide him.”



“Okay.”Xing Luo nodded, feeling quite sorry in his heart, mentoring was far from accepting a disciple,
accepting a disciple could at least be able to pour out advice, mentoring was just correcting the
deficiencies of the other person, not teaching.

Tian Xiang had never thought about accepting a disciple, after all, she was still so young, and she
herself still had to be brought by her master, besides, her Immortal Pill technique was passed down
from her master, she didn’t dare to privately pass it on to someone else again, in case her master
blamed her.

“Zhou Mi, if you have any questions, feel free to ask, Tian Xiang will definitely know everything.”Star
Luo said to Omi.

“Good, then I’ll take my time.”Omi had so many questions about Immortal Pill inside, that he probably
wouldn’t be able to finish asking questions in two days and two nights, there were so many doors of
knowledge about Immortal Pill.

Just like that, Omi asked and asked, and in the blink of an eye, he had been asking for several hours.

Star Luo was waiting there a bit anxiously.

Why were there so many questions?

However, Tianxiang didn’t seem to be bored, but was very patient in explaining to Omi, a person with
such patience, and Omi was very fond of her.

Soon, the sky was all dark, and Omi had asked more than half a day’s worth of questions.

“Zhou Mi, it’s almost time, Tian Xiang also needs to rest.”

Omi smiled contentedly, “Good.”Omi also understood a lot, and most of the doubts in his heart were
also resolved.

Right now, if Omi went back to refining, the quality of his First Grade Immortal Pill would definitely be
higher, before Omi’s First Grade Immortal Pill was barely able to reach two levels of quality, but after
this afternoon’s puzzlement, Omi was confident that he could refine the quality of his Immortal Pill to
three or even four levels.

Don’t look at it as a small improvement of one layer of quality, if it were someone else, there was no
telling how many years of experience and constant trials it would take before the quality could be
raised one layer higher, and there was no telling howmuch hardship it would take to stabilize it at this
level of quality.
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